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   INTROSPECTION – SELF-EXAMINATION 

    

- We wish you a blissful enjoyment in reading- 

In this edition: 

- During the first Christmas days; 
-T he birth of Jesus; 
- The Return of the Lord; 
- Signs of the Spirit of time; 
-  All kinds of turmoil; 
-  The current coming of the lord. 

Friends of the Jesus-Revelation through the writing-servant and writing-prophet Jakob 

Lorber feel connected to all the people of the world as creatures and children of one and 

the same Father. This heavenly Father embodied Himself in Jesus Christ 2000 years ago 

[25-28 AD.] All spirit-friends of the Jesus-Revelation recognize in this eternal Revelation 

a new and great Word of God and strive to come to a mutual joyful exchange. 



=========================================================================== 

Sympathizing with the identical monthly magazine of the English 

and Portuguese Jakob-Lorber Edition under the home page 

address: homepage-address:  https://www.refugiobetania.org/ 

=========================================================================== 
 

   Contacts and reactions 

       
                      Gerard 

www.zelfbeschouwing.info           E-mail: zelfbeschouwing@gmail.com 

www.selbstbetrachtung.info 

A message from the Netherlands 

Dear fellow  lucky ones! 

My name is Helen and the first booklet that came to my attention was 'words of 

Jesus', in the 80s. I recognized His voice immediately. After living for more than 30 

years with the ever-changing translations, and especially their content, I became 

aware of the increasing worldwide madness  in all ranks of society. I have noticed 

that there is a suggestion and an awakening also in all ranks of society. 

There is a worldwide call (still cautiously) for a return to Christian values, but 

especially to deepening. 

The urge has come to me to respond to this call. And remembering His words: "My 

words must be spread all over the world and that will be possible at that time with the 

speed of lightning," I have started a YouTube channel. 

It is my intention to make the Content of what we have so richly received, accessible 

without mentioning the name of the Source; attentive readers get them out anyway. 

The day before yesterday my first post was posted and I am now working on the 

second one. 

The name of the channel is 'Center of gravity' and I write in English, mainly because I 

focus on international audiences, but also because I express myself most easily in 

that language. 

I would like to make this channel known to the fellow Lorber readers, but I must add 

that I do not want people to refer to the Lorber work in the comments. That may 

https://www.refugiobetania.org/
http://www.zelfbeschouwing.info/
mailto:zelfbeschouwing@gmail.com


sound silly, but I want to let the Content speak for itself and encourage people to 

think autonomously. 

Years ago I was once with an Italian Lorber friend in Venice; Guiseppe, but 

unfortunately I have lost his data. He is the one who set up our planets in his garden. 

Is he known to you and if so, could you send me his e-mail address? 

With a greeting in His presence, 

Helen 

ANSWER 

Hello Helen, 

We have already exchanged a few things privately. What a good initiative Helen! As 

you know, I immediately started looking on the Internet with Google, but I couldn't 

find anything about it. Fortunately, you sent me the necessary link shortly 

afterward.Beautiful images, beautiful music but above all the substantive message of 

your texts. Because that is what it is all about, to spread this over the entire globe. If 

that technique exists, we can use it in the right way [at the speed of lightning - nicely 

said]. In the meantime, I have given you the two email addresses of Guiseppe. He is 

still nationally active. Perhaps your clip or video will be viewed a lot and I am already 

looking forward to the second one.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Mm-L_0Yzy8&feature=youtu.be 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MaTV-Zd_jeE 

Sincerely, Gerard  

==================================================   ============= 

On Christmas day 
Received by Gottfried Mayerhofer on December 21, 1875 

In infinite space, the suns move around the suns, and the planets must always feel 

their changes, including their interactions, under their influence.  Everything has its 

final purpose, including the circling of worlds around the worlds. 

In the whole ether, there is not one place, no matter how small it may be, completely 

equal to another, because it is precisely there that existing conditions again require 

different living conditions. 

It is the same with you on the small earth, on the seashore is a different life than in 

the mountains, in marshlands different from in the steppe or the desert – everywhere, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Mm-L_0Yzy8&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MaTV-Zd_jeE


even the organization of living beings suffers under these climatically different 

conditions, and these again partly determine the spiritual development.  

Just as this example in the small, so in the starry sky in the large: there too, other 

influences determine other effects and other purposes.  

It is not for nothing that millions of miles are the necessary distances for the 

existence of one or the other body of the world; it is not for nothing that even greater 

distances are needed for even greater suns. They must have space for their material 

formation and for the perfection of all the smaller worlds that depend on them. 

Nothing is placed in vain as it is now, was once and will always be.  

An infinitely lasting work must be built on a broader basis if, in addition to entering 

life, it must also preserve itself, perfect itself and bring itself to a certain final result. I 

[the Lord] gave the first impulse of existence, the rest must develop from itself.  

In your soul life, it is the same, the first ray of light of love for God and men must first 

be laid, and then it is incumbent on every person to form himself to what I actually 

created him; The thought ray "the Word" must awaken him, the 

rest of the process of decomposition and perfection must therefore be carried out by 

him.  

How the worlds are led through the wide spaces in order to absorb everywhere from 

the ether what they need for their preservation and formation, as does the human 

spirit in the great realm of thought, where also he has the task of 

understanding and fulfilling his mission from the words left behind, be they 

divine or human.  

 Far behind the material creation "the Great Spirit" dwells in the midst of His spirit 

realm, and far above the world of thoughts actually lives only the SOURCE of the 

spiritual understanding of the given [spoken] words! It is not the words, not the 

thoughts, which must lead men to their goals, but their spiritually correct 

conception, their practical realization.  

Just as light with all its creative power only works when it falls on a solid object; as 

well as the whole world of thoughts only becomes fruitful when it can also bear fruit 

falling on the receptive ground.  

See My Teaching, how simply I gave it to even uneducated people, like My 

apostles only fishermen et,. and not scholars! And nowadays, with all the 

scholarship of the whole world, there is still no one who can give it back to men as I 

have spoken it and as I want to see it understood; but I Myself again have to start 

anew as it were and for the time being, explain everything again individually to only a 

few, if I want that My words,- words of the highest spirit,- are also to be understood 

spiritually.  



How often have I tried this remedy? For centuries to centuries, I spoke through 

different people always in accordance with the spirit of the time, in vain! My 

words were not heard or overheard or misinterpreted; and now you too are again one 

of those chosen ones through whom I want to supplement My curriculum and, 

nevertheless, look at your followers how few understand what you [Gottfried 

Mayerhofer] have to write and what I let them say in My infinite grace.  

From all kingdoms of nature, from all corners of the earth and of creation I seek out 

objects which receive under My hand an importance as no man has ever imagined. I 

dissect what is nearest to them as well as farthest, everywhere I show them the same 

purpose, the same loving father and the same cause.  

Everywhere I explain to them what the source of all creation is, whether through the 

microscope or telescope, they want to contemplate My miracles - everywhere it is, 

was and will be love that created everything, preserves everything and perfects 

everything.  

 From Orion, as in the smallest atom of the world's ether, it calls to you all what My 

angels once sang at My Birth: "Peace" with the world! "Peace" preaches My 

creation, "peace" is My ultimate goal - and "peace" shall also reign among you!  

Look where you want to go, and you will find that nature always wants to establish 

peace where it has been disturbed by elementary events or something else. Every 

created being longs for peace.  

The approaching Christmas should also remind you of this peace. "Peace with 

the world, with yourselves" be also your watchword for the coming year, that you may 

spread it wherever your position is!  

So may the light from the last nebulas of Orion also send you peace, where 

worlds whose distance and greatness may be incalculable for you, but whose 

tendency and existence likewise only obey the laws of peace and send you the 

gentle ray of love of their light, so that you may recognize that even there the 

same law still exists, the same care is given, which does not forget the last worm also 

here on your little earth and which only wants to spread peace everywhere, because 

only in peace love alone can be active! Amen. [Secrets of Creation, Chapter 27]   

================================================================ 

The Birth of Jesus.   
 "And it came to pass in those days, that there went out a decree from Cesar 

Augustus, that all the world should be taxed. (And this taxing was first made when 

Cyrenius was governor of Syria.) And all went to be taxed, every one into his own 

city. And Joseph also went up from Galilee, out of the city of Nazareth, into Judea, 



unto the city of David, which is called Bethlehem; (because he was of the house and 

lineage of David:) To be taxed with Mary his espoused wife, being great with child.  

And so it was, that, while they were there, the days were accomplished that she 
should be delivered. And she brought forth her firstborn son, and wrapped him in 
swaddling clothes, and laid him in a manger; because there was no room for them in 
the inn. And there were in the same country shepherds abiding in the field, 
keeping watch over their flock by night. And then the angel of the Lord came upon 
them, and the glory of the Lord shone round about them: and they were sore afraid. 
And the angel said unto them, Fear not: for, behold, I bring you good tidings of great 
joy, which shall be to all people. For unto you is born this day in the city of David a 
Saviour, which is Christ the Lord. And this shall be a sign unto you; You shall find the 
babe wrapped in swaddling clothes, lying in a manger. And suddenly there was with 
the angel a multitude of the heavenly host praising God, and saying, Glory to God in 

the highest, and on earth peace, goodwill toward men." Luc. 2, 1-14:  
 

This chapter deals with My birth, a day you celebrate each year on December 

25th in accordance with the rites of the church. You are already familiar with the 

events at the time of My birth, (See also: "The youth of Jesus") but there are still 

many unclear points concerning this act of My first visible appearance on your earth, 

the deeper meaning of which, in its spiritual correspondence, is still unknown to you!  

Therefore, I shall make further revelations for your benefit, as well as that of My 

believing children of the future, to show you that even the smallest thing concerning 

Me and My coming to the earth is of the greatest significance and will repeat itself on 

My Second Coming to this small globe, the dwelling place of My children who will be 

great one day. [Sermons of the Lord, chapter 5:1,2] 

 As the conditions on earth once made it necessary for that particular people at that 

particular time to witness the great act of grace and love which I accomplished for 

you and all the spirit world, on My Second Visible Coming a time and 

place will again be chosen to suit My purpose best.  

You were right in calling this feast "Holy Night". It was, indeed, a hallowed night 

when I consecrated Myself for your sake and that of all material creation as an 

offering of meekness, when I, the infinite Lord of the entire creation, put on a fragile, 

perishable garment, which among millions of beings on other worlds, as far as its 

outer appearance is concerned, is far beneath the supreme archetype of a human 

image.  

Many inhabitants of other worlds are endowed so richly that the man of this earth 

appears to be only a weak imitation of that which I put into this form as an image of 

My own Self. And yet, although the dwellers on other globes surpass men of this 

earth in many ways, spiritually the latter is destined for something infinitely greater 

than the dwellers in paradise-like worlds and suns.  



Although they enjoy an eternal spring and live in conditions you cannot even imagine, 

they lack a clear comprehension of Me, of My spiritual creation and My fatherly love.  

 They are good because no evil endeavors to induce them to the contrary. They 

recognize a Supreme Being and kneel before Him in awe, but none of them dares to 

think that this Supreme Being might wish to press any of His created beings to His 

fatherly heart and give it the sweet name of a child.   

Only those who have gained this position through struggle and victory are entitled to 

this, and they can become children of God. In the school where such children of God 

are educated, besides the greatest spiritual exaltation, there also has to be the 

opposite - the greatest possible humiliation, and they must be able to turn completely 

away from the good if they so desire. 

 In order to demonstrate to you that it is possible to make positive progress between 

such extremes and overcome all obstacles, I clothed Myself in one of the lowest 

and most unpretentious human forms and I descended upon this dark globe which 

- as regards its endowment and size - ranks in My creation similar to infusoria 

compared with all the beauties and wonders of your earth.  

But since in My creation everything is made with the same care, even the minutest 

infusoria has been made as perfect as a human, the lord of this earth. So My 

principle of creation, on all levels of created beings, shows that I am greatest in the 

smallest, and particularly at this point stand forth as the mighty Creator and Lord.  

This was the reason why I chose one of the smallest globes to reveal My 

greatness, thus proving to My entire world of spirits and souls that only in the 

smallest is the greatest possible and that the greatest glory is gained in the greatest 

humiliation; that he who sacrifices all is worthy to possess all.   

 Therefore, I was not born in a palace to parents of high standing, but in lowly 

circumstances. However, in the circumstances of My birth the sublime, the spiritual, 

had to be suggested. Thus, the census was decreed by Herod and I was not born in 

a house built by men, but in My own house, that is, in the open, in a cave.  

Neither emperors nor kings witnessed My birth, not even ordinary people, but only 

animals - unspoiled creatures. The census was responsible for Mary's journey to 

Bethlehem in order to bring about that which would honor the King of all creation.   

 Millions of superior spirits sang the hymn of praise: "Glory to God in the highest and 

peace on earth to all men of goodwill!" These and the animals, as they had gone 

forth from My hand, were present at My birth. Such witnesses were befitting to Me, 

the Lord of the heavenly hosts, wrapped in swaddling clothes.  

 On account of the census, My birth could not remain unnoticed. Thus, at that time, 

Herod, the cruel governor and Tetrarch of Jerusalem had to rule, thereby making My 

further education and My later career more difficult. Through the overcoming of all 



these difficulties, it had to be proven that, although I placed Myself in the lowest 

position, I would -witnessed by My entire world of spirits - still fulfil My task, namely, 

besides setting an example of the greatest humility and self abnegation, to 

make this small earth into a training-school for My children, who are destined 

one day to change, for all the beings living on other globes and suns, the 

image of the Great Spirit and Creator of all visible nature into one of a loving 

Father.  

 What I had planned eons ago and had begun to carry out over a thousand years 

ago, is now nearing its completion. My religious teaching, My word, which 

cannot be replaced by a better one, - My teaching of love must be 

universally accepted. 

Love alone must rule; all passions of the human heart, which I have put into it so that 

through battling against them love could be won, all these passions must be 

controlled and placed before the altar of love. Hatred, vengeance, pride and 

whatever they may be called, these powerful impulses of evil within man, must all be 

silenced.  

The cross, nailed to which I once asked forgiveness for erring mankind, must - as a 

symbol of reconciliation – beloved and honored by everyone and sometimes even 

carried in remembrance of the way I have shown, which is the only one that can lead 

men to spiritual heights.   

 As towards the end of My sojourn on earth circumstances seemed to work against 

Me, apparently leading to My death, but through the resurrection from matter and My 

return into My spiritual kingdom actually bringing about My greatest triumph, at the 

present, too, men seem to be afflicted by an ever-growing number of 

misfortunes and catastrophes. However, man shall rise, like the phoenix from the 

ashes, out of burnt worldly opinions and prejudices, unscathed as a spiritual product 

of his Creator, as a spiritual child of a supreme spiritual Father.  

 Like a rudderless ship, mankind is drifting towards this destination. But first all the 

artificial walls the human intellect has built around the loving heart, the barriers of 

birth, station and superficial knowledge must be pulled down. Man must cease 

to think with his intellect and learn to feel with his heart. Only when the warm fire 

of love has warmed his whole soul, can wisdom, as a regulating impulse, set limits to 

love and let men feel all that with which I have endowed them and why I have 

created them such and not otherwise.  

 Whenever I, as Christ on earth, prayed to My Father, it was Wisdom calling to 

Love to limit its boundless action. Just as wisdom and love can only exist with each 

other, I, as the Christ, was one with My Father, the Love, and therefore I could say: 

'No one knows Me, except the Father in Heaven and I alone know Him', or I go to the 



Father' and so on. Thereby I meant to say: All the world was created out of love, but 

wisdom has regulated its conditions. Love creates, and wisdom preserves.  

Love, as the "Father", was the highest symbol of purity; whereas I, wisdom, as the 

"Son", proved it through the deed. Thus also man, as My descendant, shall become a 

manifestation of love and wisdom. He shall love first and only then shall he learn to 

be wise so as to comprehend fully My creation and his mission in it.  

My purpose is directed towards you there, and all events encourage you to do so, to 

bring the rebirth of your Jesus within you. He wants to lead and guide you there as 

an expression of wisdom and love, until soon this Creator of all visible things, the 

Lord of hosts, as Father (Love) accompanied by the Son (Wisdom), the earth will 

again be visible in person to enter for the second and last time what He has 

proclaimed on the cross more than a thousand years ago, namely, "It is finished, the 

great work of reconciliation!" 

I have demonstrated to My spirits how what they considered impossible has become 

possible. I have led with My example and have made My beings on this small earth 

into citizens of My Infinite Kingdom, into My sole children.  

 What I once started as a babe in a cave near Bethlehem and what was praised by 

millions of angelic spirits, but not comprehended by men, except vaguely suspected 

by a few, has now been accomplished.  

 I have accomplished the work of reconciliation, of love and forgiveness. The world 

is cleansed of all impure dross of selfishness. And even if afflictions and 

catastrophes destroy the human's physical body, they cannot harm his spirit 

and soul.  

This part of man is standing above the ruins of the world with arms outstretched 

towards the divine Saviour Who - as once on earth - is calling to all: "Come unto Me 

all ye that are heavy laden that I may take off your burden and refresh you! Come, 

you fighters for love and wisdom, receive the crown of life; the realm of spirits is open 

to you and you may see the hosts of angels rejoicing and praising the Lord with the 

same words as once before: "Glory to God in the highest and peace to men on 

earth!" For He came into His own and His children have recognized Him. Amen. 

[Sermons of the lord, chapter 5] 

================================================================ 

 

The return of Jesus Christ. 

The Lord first appears to us in the OT as the Creator and promises to come one day 

as Savior, [Savior or Messiah] that took place in the NT. Again He promises to come 



again as "the Spirit of Truth." [The New Revelations].That Jesus could not say 

everything in the NT meant that the people were not yet ready for it. They couldn't 

quite understand it. That is why Jesus said: "I have many things to tell you, but you 

cannot bear it now; but when He [that is the Holy Spirit of the Father!] - the Spirit of 

Truth comes, He will guide you into all truth. [Joh. 16: 12.13] 

The Lord will never give us the feeling that we - each person for himself - are on our 

own in the world. "I will not leave you as an orphan, but I will come to each of you 

[Joh. 14:18] 

In the period of Jesus on Earth, He often had to speak in parables with the people 
and with His disciples, as we tell our children fairy tales or anecdotes today. 
Then Jesus says in John. 16:25; "I have spoken these things to you in parables, but 
the time is coming when I will no longer speak in parables, but I will proclaim you 
freely from the Father [in Me]. 
 
This is the central message of the Bible. The Second Coming occurs visibly and 

simultaneously with all people. All eyes will see Him and all generations of the Earth. 

[Rev. 1: 7] 

When this great event in Luke 17: 34 + 36 depicts the situation of both the day and 

the night, this is only possible in a sphere of the Earth. [But the Lord can at the same 

time manifest Himself in countless forms, anywhere in the infinite spaces of the 

universe, because all of this is HIMSELF! 

The structural question about the universe is described in Jeremiah 31:37. If the 

human could measure Heaven from above and examine it in relation to the bottom of 

the Earth, then I would also reject the entire generation of Israel for what they did 

above all, the Lord says. 

In our time we could say, "If the astronomers understand the structures and far-flung 

spaces of the universe and can search through the interior, then I also want to reject 

the people. 

"In Job 26: 7 it says: "He stretches out the north over the void and hangs the earth on 

nothing. [The world space is dark; it is empty and the Earth floats around freely 

without hanging in it.] 

Isaiah 50: 3: "I dress the heavens with darkness." This is completely astronomically 

accurate down to scientific details. 

Jeremiah 33:22: God says something about the number of stars here. Here God 

compares the number of stars with the sand on the sea. Both are no longer 

countable. 

Psalm 147: 4: "That someone has counted and that is the Creator Himself. He counts 

the number of the stars and he gives names to all of them. That is why we also read 

in Isaiah 40:26: "Lift your eyes and look!" 



At Jakob Lorber we read: 

But before I can come back as the Lord and Creator of all life, the earth must be 

thoroughly cleansed of all weeds and this cleansing has just happened on all 

points of the Earth. - He who is now a conscious soul and does not try to make his 

soul healthy, will not have much time left before he will perish! [Gifts of Heaven, Volume 3, 

page 36] 

The purification time will be four weeks in the shortest; for there will then be 

hours in which more will happen than before in a century. - A longer-term is set at 

four months; for there will then be days of which one will mean more than before a 

whole century. - Another term has been set at four quarters; because more will 

happen in a week than in the primeval times in a whole century. - A further period has 

been set at four years and a little more time; for there will be months in which more 

will happen than in the primeval times in seven centuries! [Gifts of heaven, Volume 3, page 

361] 

But I also tell you now that before My arrival on this Earth, much weeds and withered 

grass and all sorts of unsound and barren scrub must be destroyed by the sharpness 

of the greatest judgment; because where there are two, almost one will be accepted 

and the other will be eliminated - so a great cut to more than half! [Gifts of heaven, 

Volume 3, page 374 

================================================================ 

 

Signs of the Time. 

Received through Jakob Lorber on 25 Januar 1842 

 From the old-German book ‘Lebensgarten’: ' Signs of our Time!' 

The Lord says: 

It is now a dancing and jumping time, the darkest! That is a sign that the world is very 

close to an unexpected leap, a leap from My now greatest love over an infinite gap in 

the sea of My greatest fire of wrath! 

The shameful way of clothing is a sign that the world has passed over into the most 
disgraceful harlotry, whereby everyone has become a gloomy idol for himself, and 
serving oneself, close to worship, and most of all man wishes to be worshipped. - 
Behold this, it's like Sodom and Gomorrah! - For that reason, the end has come! 

For the sake of the rich usurers, the people without marriage are increasing, because 

the poorer people are forced to remain without a wife, like a semi-human being, and 

this is a terrible sign! With all the heathens, even the slaves were allowed to have a 

woman. But now they set boundaries to the free man, because he is poor and that 



the usury does not suffer any harm! - Therefore, cursed be this last time and each 

usury with it! 

Take a look at the so-called industry, that terrible sign of this time! It is the soul of all 
usury, the oppression of all brotherly love, the last and the widest path to hell. The 
finalization will be brought about by the metallic roads (railway)! - Do you understand 
the speaking sign of this time!? [Note: Everywhere on Earth at that time - in 1830 - the 

iron railways already existed!] {Including the iron weapons of war} 

The proud expansion of the cities, wherein among the many thousands of houses 

not even ten are being built for the poor, is a strong sign of this time. For also in 

Sodom’s time, the poor brothers were expelled from the city, to secure the treasures 

of the (native) wastrels - Do you understand this sign? [Note: today 'refugees' - rental 

usury, especially in large cities - B. Berlin - Amsterdam] 

What does one human being mean to a man? - I'm telling you, one pays several 
silver coins for a load of garbage. But organize once a market with poor people, so 
they may be bought in order to support them, and this market will be an utter flop! It 
wasn't even that bad in Sodom! - Do you understand this sign of the recent time? 

 Behold, this paper time! - What solidity shall it offer? I'm telling you, it will not be 
able to take any more pressure! But how easily the paper can be ripped apart is 
already shown by even the weakest of children! - Do you understand this sign? 
[Today the plastic!] 

Do you understand the color of the houses? - Is it not like the one of death? - Thus it 
is already written everywhere upon the walls of the houses, what time it is! 

It was shown by John, what will happen when the price of the bread will be raised 
and taxed! [Rev. 6: 6] - Just read what has been declared to the locusts, if they would 
dare to do that! [Rev. 9: 1-11]  - Behold, that time is here! 

10. Behold, the usury is clothed with all protection, shields and safeguard and an 
entire world of custodians is equipped and ready to defend its 'rights'. Look at how 
they rip My earth apart and hack it to pieces! Should I just stay quiet and do 
nothing? Recognize this last and hellish sign! Ownership rights before rights! And yet, 
I alone am the Lord! - Therefore, recognize also this terrible sign! 

Behold the fornication of the women of this age and the utter callousness of the 
youth, which is now brought up for the carnal wellbeing only, and finally, for the 
premature harlotry before the entire world! Where to with the world?! - Yes, straight 
into hell with it! This is the last time! - Do you understand it? 

Finally, look at what almost all churches quarrel over! Behold, it is the gold of the 

world. But regarding the world, gold and death mean pretty much the same to Me! 

Look, that is the true antichrist, who is doing great wonders now! But his time is 

right at the door! Understand it, the end of iniquity and its last judgment is before 

you, and before all! Amen, amen, amen. [GH.02_42.01.25,01-12] 

In connection with:     



      All kinds of turmoil. 
 

 Received through Jakob Lorber op 19th March 1848. 

               -Shortened- 

[GH.03_48.03.19,00] Write in divided verses what I will give you here in the spirit of 
providence concerning this and a future time.  

 [GH.03_48.03.19,01]What does the great jumble race, what does the empty weapons 
game of the naughty youth? - Do people want to seize the rights of God? 

[GH.03_48.03.19,09] I say: one thing is needed, namely true love and a true light; 
everything else would be self-evident. Get rid of excessive taxes, especially stately 
ones and get rid of paganism, otherwise it will never get better, but only get worse 
moment by moment! 
 
[GH.03_48.03.19,10] Instead of the ribbons and cockades the wealthy city dwellers 
should rather make rich collections among themselves and thus rush to the aid of 
the poor rural dwellers, they will be calmed down and the movements in the cities 
will be a blessing look at. 
 
[GH.03_48.03.19,13] Where is one who would now repent? Where then only a 
people who turned to Me at the time of the tribulations? 
 
 [GH.03_48.03.19,26] What do you already need that war equipment for if the main 

issue was already arranged in the imperial city [Rome]? All your hassle is just vain 

boasting that will not escape his discipline. 

But I say to you, who are My friends, go with Me to the poor and not without the Me 
to those who are significant, then I will also protect you at the time of danger, 
otherwise you would have to seek protection from your loved ones and loved ones. I 
cannot tell you whether you find it! 
 
[GH.03_48.03.19,36] For truly I say to you: I have no pleasure in it and in these times 
they dress according to fashion, in which even so many can hardly cover their shame 
with the worst rags. [Note: today: refugee flows] 
 
[GH 03_48.03.19,37] How far does the world want to go with the so-called 

Nobles, go on visits, dress in stylish clothes and play all kinds of theater plays, 

while you can see clearly My punishing hand above their heads? 

[GH.03_48.03.19,40]But rather visit the poor frequently, and I will protect you and 

shield you in every need! 



[GH.03_48.03.19,41] So do not take part in this present armament. I tell you, it will 

offer you little protection; because she is not under the one who walks with Me! But 

those who are now their leaders I do not know, as they too do not know Me! [Note: 

today: Syria and many other countries] 

 [GH.03_48.03.19,42] I tell you, these blind, haughty leaders will sooner or later 

attack each other because one will want one white and the other black! [Erdogan, 

Trump, Putin, etc.]  

[GH.03_48.03.19,43] 43. But if you all but trust in Me and judge you according to My 
will, I will protect you and your belongings and shield you from every attack; for I 
know that you are honest in mind and heart. Therefore My strongest blessing to you 
all. Amen. [Source: Gifts from Heaven, part 3, pages 320-322] 
 

 
================================================================ 

 

The second coming of the Lord 
Received on August 11th, 1878 

From Festgarten 

 
Come Lord Jesus! Come soon, "and to those with whom I put these words of comfort 

in his heart:" Behold, I am with you every day, even unto the end of the world, "if you 

only wish that I dwell in your heart. Every soul who is searching for Me in earnest can 

testify to that, for he will feel a power within him that can withstand all freak storms. 

He [man] will close his ears to the influences of the dark forces because his soul 

needs every moment to be with Me and not to be interrupted in it .... 

But I tell you further, investigate whether the divine words that are being read are 

also being observed, without the spirit processing this in you and satisfying you? To 

bring love back into the hearts of the people again, I now come to the people again 

and knock on their self, that is, on those who seek Me in all sincerity and therefore 

ask: "Come Lord Jesus, come soon ! ' 

Dear children! My second return is no more incomprehensible to many people than it 

was the first time, [2000 years ago] because your heart is still full of material wishes; 

for with My outward appearance, they hope that everything will be fulfilled through Me 

again ... [source: Festgarten] 

Jakob Lorber describes an approaching enemy from the sky, according to 

GGJ5-108: 2,3. 

To be continued 



 

================================================================ 

In the next Bulletin: 
 Are there marriages in Heaven? 
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